
 IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, 
TINSUKIA

G. R. Case No. 167 of 2014
U/S 417 of IPC

State of Assam
……………Prosecutor

- Versus-
                                    

Sri John Nag
…………….Accused

                              Present: Chetana Khanikar
                                            Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate,
Tinsukia

                          For the prosecution: Smti. J. Khatoon, Addl. PP

                             For the defence: Sri S. Chetia, Advocate

Evidence  recorded  on:  17.11.2014,  22.01.2015,

20.05.2015,  05.06.2015,

19.06.2015 & 05.08.2015

                           Argument heard on:     17.02.2018 

                           Judgment delivered on: 27.02.2018 

J U D G M E N T

1        The  prosecution  case  in  brief  as  stated  in  the  FIR  is  that

06.01.2014 at about 7.00 AM. the accused John Nag took 42 persons

in a vehicle named Nirjuli bearing R/No. AS-23BC-0713 for work at

Tongona. But instead of Tongona, those persons were taken to Anini

at Arunachal Pradesh. When the vehicle reached Dholla 4 persons

refused to go and fled away and rest 38 person was taken to a place

named Anini in Arunachal Pradesh and handed over to the contractor

named Mofi Mehu and engage them on work without paying their

dues. The labours returned back on 29.01.2014 and handed over to

their guardians respectively. 
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2       On  the  basis  of  aforesaid  FIR,  police  registered  a  case  as

Doomdooma PS Case No. 50/2014. Police investigated the case and

on completion of investigation submitted charge-sheet against the

accused Sri John Nag U/S 420 of IPC. 

3       On appearance of the accused Sri John Nag in Court, copies of

relevant documents were furnished to him as required U/S 207 of Cr.

P.  C.  Considering  the  relevant  documents  and  hearing  both  the

parties and having found a prima facie case against the accused U/S

417 of IPC, particulars of offence under that section is duly explained

to him to which the accused pleaded not guilty and claimed to be

tried.

4        During trial the prosecution has examined thirteen witnesses and

also adduced five documentary evidences.

5       At  the close of  the prosecution evidence,  statements  of  the

accused has been recorded U/S. 313 of the Cr.P.C. with reference to

the  incriminating  circumstances  appearing  against  him  in  the

prosecution evidences. Defence side has adduced no evidence and

plea of the accused is of total denial. 

6   After  perusing  the  records,  considering  the  materials  produced,

hearing the arguments of the learned counsels for both the sides

and  the  accused  the  following  points  are  taken  as  POINT  FOR

DETERMINATION:

i   Whether on 06.01.2014 the accused has induced 42 persons from

Notun Line, Hatijan T.E. of Longsual to go to Tongona for work by

telling them to give more wage but took them to Anini at Arunachal

Pradesh instead of Tongona and had not paid any wage? 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

Point (i): 
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7       In this case P.W.1, 2, 3 and 11 during their examination in chief

stated that the accused had taken 42 persons for work to Anini by

telling them that he will take them to Tongona. But later on, the said

people  were  brought  back  to  their  village  as  demanded  by  their

family members. 

8       P.W.4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 are the labours of those 42 persons who

are the victims of this case. From their evidence it appears that they

went  with  the  accused on  their  own wish.  P.W.7  during  his  cross

examination  has  clearly  deposed  that  on  being  offered  by  the

accused out of my own will they went with the accused. But because

of the quarrel in our village we came back. Again, P.W.8, 9 and 10

have deposed that they are daily wages labour and go to various

places for work. After they went their  family members demanded

them back and accordingly the accused have brought all  of  them

back. They further deposed that the accused did what he had told

and the accused committed no wrong. 

9      P.W.11 is the informant of this case who had done the preliminary

inquiry of this case on the basis of G.D. Entry and filed the FIR. He

stated that on finding the information to be true he lodged the FIR.

However  during  cross  examination  he  deposed  that  he  had  not

submitted any inquiry report except the FIR, he had not visited the

place  of  occurrence,  he  is  not  aware  of  the  daily  wages  of  the

labours and he did not make any inquiry as to which of the labours

actually  did  the  work,  which  of  them  fell  ill  and  which  of  them

received their wages. 

10       P.W.12 Sri Bhadra Kanta Gogoi and P.W.13 Sri Manik Nath are the

two  I/O  of  this  case.  P.W.13  had  recorded  the  statements  of  the

informant  and  the  witnesses  and  have  arrested  the  accused.  He

deposed that he did not make any enquiry as to where the victims

were taken and under whom they were employed. No documents

were seized by him in support of the fact that the accused had took

the labours for the purpose of employment. P.W.12 has stated that

he  inspected  the  place  of  occurrence,  drawn  the  sketch  map,
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interrogated the informant,  Jelson Murah,  Adan Murah and Bikash

Suri  and  finally  submitted  charge-sheet  against  the  accused.

However,  during  cross  examination  he  deposed  that  he  had  not

visited Anini or Tongona, the place of occurrence shown by him is a

playground at Longsual, he had not even examined the driver and

handiman of the bus in which the victims were taken by the accused.

He further deposed that he had not visited the work place of the

victims and had not seized any register to find out whether they had

received any wage. According to him the case diary does not reveal

the  place  of  location  of  Tongona,  Roing,  Dibling  and  Anini.  He

deposed  that  on  the  basis  of  the  statements  of  the  victim  he

submitted  the  charge-sheet  against  the  accused.  However,  as

discussed in the foregoing paragraphs, it is seen that the victims had

clearly deposed that the accused had committed no wrong, he did

what he told, the victims had come back only because of the quarrel

and demand of their family members. Thus, the statement of the I/O

that he filed the charge-sheet on the basis of the statements of the

victims is not supported by the deposition of the victims. Apart from

that,  it  is  seen  that  the  I/O  had  not  visited  the  actual  place  of

occurrence and not examined the vital witnesses of the case such as

people of the place of occurrence, the employer of the victims or the

driver or handiman of the bus in which the victims were taken for

work.  Thus,  his  investigation  is  only  a  formality  in  the  name  of

investigation. 

11       Considering all it is seen that no clear scenery of the allegations

stated in the FIR could be drawn by the prosecution side by their

evidence. The victims themselves had not supported the prosecution

case, the investigation is full  of lacuna. Hence, due to absence of

sufficient evidence, I hold that the prosecution side failed to prove

beyond all  reasonable doubt  that on 06.01.2014 the accused has

induced 42 persons from Notun Line, Hatijan T.E. of Longsual to go to

Tongona for work by telling them to give more wage but took them

to Anini at Arunachal Pradesh instead of Tongona and had not paid

any wage.
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Hence point no. (i) is decided negative.

12.       From the above discussions I come to the conclusion that

prosecution  has  failed  to  establish  the  allegations  against  the

accused John Nag. Hence the accused John Nag is acquitted from the

case. Bail bond is extended for next six months. I set the accused

person in liberty forthwith.          

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this

27th day of February, 2018.

      (C. Khanikar)

Additional Chief Judicial

Magistrate,

Tinsukia

A P P E N D I X

Witnesses for the prosecution: 

          P.W. 1: Sri Helson Mura

       P.W. 2: Sri Manik Panika

P.W. 3: Sri Narayan Tanti

P.W. 4: Sri Sajan Tanti

P.W. 5: Sri Bikash Suri

P.W. 6: Sri Ajit Orang

P.W. 7: Sri Anit Karmakar

P.W. 8: Sri Adam Mura

P.W. 9: Sri Sunil Orang

P.W.10: Sri Sanjeeb Praja

P.W.11: Sri Hasta Bahadur Chetry

P.W.12: Sri Bhadrakanta gogoi

P.W.13: Sri Manik Nath

   Witness for the defence:
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Nil 

   Exhibit:

1. The complaint …….. Ext. 1

2. Extract Copy of the said G.D. entry …….. Ext. 1

3. FIR …….. Ext. 3

4. Sketch map …….. Ext. 4

5. Charge-sheet …….. Ext. 5

(C. Khanikar)

Additional Chief Judicial

Magistrate,

        Tinsukia
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